RENÉ BARBIER WINES:
A TASTE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.

Sensual, full-flavored foods. Leisurely meals. The casual gathering of family and friends. In Mediterranean culture, art and life are inseparable, and the measure of life is how well you enjoy yourself.

Renowned for relaxed hospitality and the simple pleasure of food and wine, the cuisine of the Mediterranean is robust, unpretentious and fresh, its wines are straightforward and fruity.

BLENDING CROSS-CULTURAL HERITAGE.

In 1870, when phylloxera laid waste to the famous vineyards of France, Léon Barbier set off in search of new land. Settling in 1880 in Catalonia — just over the Pyrenees from his French homeland — Barbier brought centuries of French winemaking tradition and experience to the vibrant Spanish landscape.

Situated between the coastal hills and the narrow plains of the Mediterranean Coast, the Penedès winegrowing region boasts a history of its own, dating back 2,000 years when the Phoenicians, Greeks and then Romans planted the region’s first vineyard.

Blending the best of two cultures, Leon and son René Barbier brought their wines to the world market, and established the winery’s enduring reputation for producing contemporary wines enhanced with the spirit and soul of the Mediterranean. A favorite at home, René Barbier sells nearly half a million cases throughout Europe.
René Barbier
Mediterranean White
America’s favorite Spanish white wine! Made from Macabeo, Parellada and Xarel-lo, this pleasing white wine features only first pressings and the benefit of extended aging. Clean, fruit-driven and crisp.
Serve with grilled chicken breast, shellfish, broiled or poached whitefish, fresh paella and Caesar salad.

Technical Notes
Composition: 40% Xarel-lo
30% Macabeo
30% Parellada
Alcohol by Volume: 11.5%
Sizes: 750ml, 1.5L, 375ml
Winemaker: Gabriel Suberviola

WINE SPECTATOR
“BEST BUY…Versatile with food and the price can’t be beat.”

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW OF WINES
The Best “Best Buys”
“Quaffable, stylish, fun wines that are perfect for summer drinking. Best bistro wine on the market. Amazing quality offered at prices so attractive you can’t afford not to try them.”

RENÉ BARBIER
The Classic Wines of the Mediterranean.
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